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Abstract
The application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies in various sectors is based on machine learning (ML) systems, which, despite their transformative potential, can be complex and opaque for non-technical users. This review explores the role of Visual Programming Languages (VPLs) in lowering these barriers, enhancing the accessibility of ML-based system design for domain experts. We examine the application of ML processes through VPLs, seeking tools that open AI to a broader audience while identifying current challenges and future research directions. Bridging the gap between experts and the broader society is necessary, especially in sectors where responsible and trustworthy AI systems play a pivotal role in decision-making. By democratizing AI, we aim to provide socio-technical conditions that enable users with diverse background to actively contribute to the design of ML-based systems, enhancing their understanding and trust. Therefore, this literature review addresses also how VPL-based tools incorporate features for interpretability and collaboration. Our findings reveal that tools either lack comprehensive customizability, demand computing proficiency, or lack interpretability features. These limitations can affect a synergistic communication between users and intelligent systems, uncovering a research gap in the development of VPLs suited for novices engaged in the design of ML-based systems.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming business, academia, and socio-cultural dynamics alike. AI applications range widely, from facilitating language translation and email spam filtering to enhancing virtual personal assistant functionalities for scheduling. Moreover, AI is instrumental in refining medical diagnoses, boosting agricultural efficiency, aiding in climate change efforts, and increasing production system efficiency via predictive maintenance [1]. Therefore, AI integration across diverse sectors has the potential to drive innovation in product development, decision-making processes, and organizational efficiencies, marking a
pivotal shift in operational paradigms [2, 3]. Educational institutions are similarly adapting, revising pedagogical approaches to integrate AI, reflecting its transformative impact on teaching and learning methodologies [4].

Recent trends in AI development are propelling society towards an increasingly algorithmic era [5]. The European Commission’s white paper emphasizes that this trajectory of AI will significantly influence our future, though the exact nature of AI’s interaction with people and its subsequent impact remains uncertain [1]. Although AI systems are perceived as fair and precise, their performance can vary significantly across different domains. AI technology can entail a number of potential risks, such as opaque decision-making, gender-based or other kinds of discrimination. For example, recommender systems utilize algorithms to manipulate search engine outcomes based on user inquiries, thus impacting consumption decisions [6], shaping public opinion, and societal perceptions [7]. These systems filter and prioritize information based on underlying factors such as browsing history and demographic data [8].

At the core of AI technology lie sophisticated ML-based systems, trained on human data that encompasses a broad spectrum of demographics, cultures, and personal traits of those who generate them. The growing complexity of algorithms has centralized their development and management among a small group of technical experts, such as software developers, and increased society’s dependence on their expertise [9]. Domain specialists are often excluded from the design process of ML-based systems, which limits their understanding of these systems and relegates them to the role of mere end-users. However, individuals with high computing proficiency often lack insight into the specific operational domains of their applications. This gap raises concerns about the societal impact, transparency, and trustworthiness of ML-based systems [10, 11]. Therefore, closing the knowledge divide between domain specialists and computing professionals is crucial for ensuring ethical and fair decision-making in these systems [11]. This objective can be achieved by facilitating broader participation in the design of ML-based systems across different levels of expertise.

The democratization of AI encourages participation from a broad user base by fostering socio-technical ecosystems that equip diverse societal segments with the tools to navigate the challenges brought by AI advancements. Therefore, AI democratization seek to harmonize the technical knowledge of computing professionals with the nuanced understanding of domain-specific practitioners, ensuring that AI systems are ethically aligned and contextually relevant [12]. End-User Development (EUD) has emerged as a pivotal strategy for this cultural transformation. It enables users to transition from passive roles, such as consumers of artifacts and systems, to active roles, like designers [12, 13]. By facilitating knowledge reformulation, enabling creative expression, and fostering content generation, EUD allows diverse audiences to design and create their own tools and artifacts.

This cultural transformation has given rise to cultures of participation, where multidisciplinary teams collaborate within socio-technical settings to achieve common goals [14, 15]. These teams span the spectrum of computer users: from those who program such as computing professionals to those who use applications for productivity such as domain specialists. While the objective is to empower domain specialists to develop and modify systems, it does not shift the burden of designing high-quality systems to them. Instead, EUD and Human-Centered AI (HCAI) offer the necessary support for end-users, who are most familiar with their requirements, to adapt and improve their systems. HCAI research, for example, explores innovative methods
to engage novice users through visual user interfaces [16]. In educational contexts, tools like Visual Programming Languages (VPLs) and no-code platforms such as Scratch [17] prioritize user-friendly experiences by simplifying complex computational operations. By engaging users in the design of ML-based systems through such participatory approaches can support the broad appropriation and integration of trustworthy AI technologies across various domains [18, 19].

This work is based on the main research question: ‘Can VPL-based frameworks foster the participation of both novice and expert practitioners in the design of ML-based systems?’ This study contributes to the research in Hybrid Human-AI Systems exploring the application of ML techniques through VPLs, aiming to reveal how VPLs can democratize AI and promote a synergistic communication between novice users and ML-based systems. Research for this review was conducted through a search of publications within the ACM and IEEE digital libraries.

This study is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the topic. Section 2 provides background and highlights contributions from EUD in VPLs. Section 3 discusses related works. Section 4 outlines the methodology for the literature review, detailing the data collection, search processes, exclusion criteria, and paper selection. Section 5 delves into the literature analysis. Finally, Section 6 focuses on the discussion and conclusions.

2. Background

This section explores the historical progression and current state of EUD and VPLs, along with advancements in user interface technologies. It also discusses the integration of Explainable AI (XAI) techniques into the design of ML-based systems to enhance domain specialists’ trust and understanding of these systems.

2.1. End-User Development (EUD)

Since the 1960s, the development of various programming languages has been driven by the goal of enhancing coding accessibility, catering to educational purposes and user empowerment [20]. Initially, software development was predominantly the domain of computing specialists, which left end-users with little to no influence over the design and functionality of software [21]. The advent of EUD in the late 1980s, coupled with advancements in personal computing, marked a paradigm shift in this dynamic. EUD revolutionized the way users interact with software by enabling them to configure systems and develop applications, thereby democratizing software design and modification beyond what was previously possible within the domain of professional software engineering [13]. This transformation covered the entire software development life-cycle [22]. Central to this transformation was the adoption of participatory design principles, engaging end-users directly in the system design process. Such participation transformed users from passive participants into active contributors, who could influence software design without needing extensive coding skills [13]. Concurrently, advances in AI technology began to emerge as powerful tools for solving real-world problems. These advancements brought a renewed focus to computing, ranging from knowledge representation and utilization to system assembly, and encompassing activities such as perception, reasoning, and decision-making [23]. Despite its advantages, the application of EUD often focused on short-term problem-solving, occasionally
sidestepping the traditional, more complex methodologies necessary for developing sustainable, long-term AI applications. This tendency persisted until recent years, when a growing body of research began to support efforts to bridge the knowledge and involvement gap between professional software designers and end-users.

2.2. Visual Programming Languages (VPLs)

To overcome the technical barriers that novices face with coding, educational approaches have incorporated visual components that intuitively represent programming concepts, like pressing buttons or spatial movement. For instance, VPLs utilize visual representations of programming logic, facilitating an intuitive approach to software development [24]. At the core of programming languages are syntax and semantics, respectively the structure of the language and the meaning conveyed. In the review by Kuhail et al. [25], the merge of two well-established taxonomies, that is Myers [26] and Burnett and Baker [27], provides four distinct categories of VPLs. They include block-based, form-based, diagram-based and icon-based languages. Block-based languages simplify programming by allowing users to construct programs using drag-and-drop code blocks, thus reducing syntax errors and focusing on conceptual understanding (e.g., tools like Scratch [17] and TAPAS [28]). Icon-based languages use graphical icons, easing the integration of diverse content sources and supporting novices in creating Personal Information Spaces [29]. Form-based languages enable the configuration of forms and computational cells through both textual and visual elements, facilitating the definition of data interdependencies [30]. Diagram-based or flow-based languages employ a data flow paradigm represented as directed graphs [31, 32], making complex data processing understandable through visual nodes and arcs, such as Grasshopper [33] used in architecture domain.

2.3. Graphical, Tangible and Natural Interfaces

VPLs integrate visual elements into syntax that can enable inexperienced users to design and improve software via graphical interfaces [34]. Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) represent significant advancements in facilitating the comprehension of intricate concepts through interactive engagement and manipulation. GUIs, traditionally based on mouse and keyboard inputs, constrain user interactions to predefined mechanisms. TUIs leverage direct manipulation of physical objects such as blocks or cards to enhance the understanding of complex concepts, thereby accelerating improvements in software usability [35]. Further evolution has led to the development of Natural User Interfaces (NUIs), which exploits innate human capabilities such as touch, vision, and speech, offering an intuitive and natural means of digital interaction [36]. NUIs can utilize diverse mediums for digital interaction. Through cameras and sensors, they enable touch interfaces that allow direct manipulation of digital content via touchscreens. For instance, voice recognition devices allow users to interact using natural language commands, while gesture recognition devices interpret body movements, and facial expression recognition devices enable interfaces to respond to users’ emotions. NUls also extend into augmented and virtual reality, enabling interactions with digital content overlaid on the real world or in virtual environments.
2.4. Explainable AI (XAI)

The challenges encountered by novices entering AI technology extend beyond computing barriers. In recent years, the inherently complex nature of ML-based systems has raised ethical concerns regarding the fairness of their decision-making processes and their explainability. For instance, cases including the investigation into Goldman Sachs for gender-based credit discrimination\(^1\), observed biases in Amazon’s automated hiring processes\(^2\), and ethnic disparities in the COMPAS algorithm\(^3\), uncovered the need for improved transparency in such processes. These instances showed that the successful adoption of ML-based systems in their domain-specific applications relies on decision makers’ comprehension and trust. Similar to human interactions, trust in ML-based systems should be established on a foundation of mutual understanding and shared values. Indeed, our confidence in these systems increases when we understand their underlying processes, enabling us to intervene and ensure that decision-making aligns with ethical standards \([12]\). At the current state, decision makers, who are domain specialists, adopt AI technology as end-users, meaning they are not necessarily ML experts. However, they require a clear understanding of ML-based systems to make informed decisions about their deployment.

To tackle these challenges, researchers have developed frameworks such as Shneiderman’s model for HCAI \([16]\). This framework emphasizes methodologies that ensure human control, interpretability, and transparency, while enhancing the automation of ML-based systems \([37]\). In the realm of XAI research, this is facilitated, for example, through the application of SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP). SHAP is a model-agnostic approach that employs game theory to assign importance values to features for individual predictions. This technique generates data perturbations to measure the impact on model output, aiding in detecting potential biases \([38]\). Despite significant advancements, the development of XAI techniques remains in its early stages, particularly in the realm of data visualizations \([39]\). The complexity of these techniques often challenges novices, providing only a partial glimpse into the underlying ML processes, which still appear as black boxes to domain specialists. Current research in XAI and HCAI aims to refine interpretability methods by incorporating more effective techniques \([40]\) and to develop strategies that directly involve domain specialists in the design of ML-based systems \([16]\).

3. Related works

The body of literature shows an enduring interest in VPLs and user interfaces within the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Daniel D. Hills \([41]\) anticipated that flow-based languages could widen the appeal of visual programming by applying it to new domains, introducing visual programming to domain specialists. Boshernitsan and Downes \([42]\) observed a shift towards graphical displays in VPLs but cautioned against abandoning text-based languages due to challenges in readability and navigation. Later, Rouly et al. \([43]\) emphasized the importance of
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\(^{3}\)ProPublica: Ethnic Bias in COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) Risk Assessment Algorithm
user interface design in the usability of integrated development environments (IDEs), suggesting a design approach that favors simplicity and user-centric controls. They highlighted the role of incorporating HCI theories, such as those proposed by Green and Petre [44] regarding cognitive dimensions in visual programming, to enhance IDE design and usability. Studies by Mason and Dave [45] explored the benefits of VPLs in reducing the complexity associated with programming, thereby making these tools more accessible to novices. Further exploring the educational impact of VPLs, Noone and Mooney [46] examined their effects on learning programming, observing that VPLs can lead to increased interest among students. They cited the example of Scratch [17], a block-based language recognized for its ability to lessen the cognitive load on learners, thus enabling them to concentrate more on understanding programming concepts rather than tackling the intricacies of syntax. This approach has been integrated into new educational taxonomies designed to leverage the advantages of VPLs in the educational domain [47]. However, further explorations suggested that flow-based languages could offer a more intuitive understanding of programming concepts for beginners compared to block-based languages [45]. Meanwhile, Ray [48] delved into the ecosystem surrounding VPLs, reporting their extensive use in system simulation and multimedia, as well as the predominance of open-source environments. Despite their advantages in visualizing programming logic, facilitating logical understanding, and enhancing portability across various devices, VPLs faced challenges such as poor user interfaces, slow code generation, a lack of standardized models, and an absence of abstraction layers that hindered their growth. Then, Kuhail et al. [49] pointed out the lack of studies analyzing evidence-based visual programming approaches in domains beyond robotics, IoT, and education, highlighting an emerging interest in interactive displays, AI context, and data science. They reported a sharp increase in VPL research publications between 2017 and 2019, focusing on block-based and flow-based languages. Key evaluation metrics identified in their survey included completion time, number of errors, perceived usability, usefulness, workload, and cognitive dimensions [44]. The authors emphasized the need for integrating conversational agents and ML models to aid end-users in developing and debugging visual programming projects, suggesting a forward path for enhancing the accessibility and efficiency of VPLs. In their recent work, El Kamouchi et al. [50] study the use of low-code/no-code (LC/NC) technologies in web/mobile development and healthcare, observing a widespread adoption in AI-powered systems. They emphasize the advantages of LC/NC technologies in reducing costs and accelerating development, while also pointing out ongoing challenges, like restrictions associated with proprietary software and performance issues.

Across the surveyed literature, the authors identify challenges and limitations of VPL-based tools, such as inadequate user interfaces, the absence of standardized models, limited user-friendliness for beginners, and the complexity inherent in ML-based applications. This review addresses this research gap by examining the application of ML techniques through VPLs, including the presence of efforts to enhance trust and comprehension in ML decision-making processes.
4. Methodology

Following Kitchenham and Charters [51] framework, our analysis began with a planning phase dedicated to reviewing the existing literature on VPLs. This preliminary investigation highlighted a gap in literature on VPL-based systems within the realm of ML for domain experts. Then, we formulated and concurred on the research questions and established a review protocol. This protocol outlined the search strategy and determined the criteria for including and excluding studies. Following the retrieval of articles from selected databases, we carried out the execution phase, characterized by a two-step screening process. Initially, articles were screened based on their titles and abstracts, followed by a more detailed examination using the defined exclusion criteria. Throughout this second stage, the pertinence of each paper to our review was evaluated. In the final phase, the articles that met our criteria were analyzed to respond to the research questions and to report the findings.

In this section, we outline the rationale behind our research questions (4.1), detail the search process (4.2), define the exclusion criteria (4.3), and present the paper selection derived from this procedure (4.4), which resulted in the identification of 38 most pertinent articles published between 1994 and 2024 from a pool of 2,363 collected papers.

4.1. Research Questions

The research questions are crafted to explore the application of VPL-based tools in the ML context for domain specialists, aiming to uncover areas that require further exploration. Our aim is to examine the use of VPL-based tools, identify the application domains generating the most interest, investigate the types of VPLs employed, and how user experience and usability have been assessed. Such questions will offer an overview of the field, including both technological facets, user and application considerations. Our literature review addresses the following research questions:

**RQ1**: Which VPL-based tools have been used in designing ML-based systems? We aim at uncovering the technical features of VPL-based tools within the ML application, fostering a deeper understanding of their strengths and limitations.

**RQ2**: Which kind of VPL-based tools for ML-based system design are available, and in what ways have they been implemented? By investigating the various types of VPLs used (e.g., block-based or flow-based), we aim at revealing underexplored areas and potential limitations in current methodologies.

**RQ3**: What are the ML application domains where VPL-based tools find their use? This question aims to highlight the domains that have been the focus of research, shedding light on explored areas and opportunities for further development.

**RQ4**: What access modalities are available for designing ML-based systems? Exploring the range of access modalities will enable us to identify potential limitations within existing solutions.

**RQ5**: What is the background of users who have used VPL-based tools in ML application domains? We seek to identify user profiles, whether the primary users are computing experts or domain experts.

**RQ6**: How have the usability and user participation of VPL-based systems been evaluated? Grasping how usability and user participation assessments are applied can determine their
current scope and potential for advancements in research.

### 4.2. Search Process

We collected publications from the digital repositories of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as of February 2024. We executed searches using a keyword string designed to capture studies intersecting the domains of VPLs and ML. Our search strategy employed the following keywords and phrases: (“visual programming language” OR “visual language” OR “visual programming” OR “visual programming environment” OR “visual environment”) AND (“graphical user interface” OR “graphical interface” OR “software” OR “visual block” OR “visual graph” OR “Block based” OR “Flow based”) AND (“machine learning” OR “deep learning” OR “data mining”)

### 4.3. Exclusion criteria

We defined a specific set of selection criteria to assess the relevance of papers to our study. These criteria were applied as follows: 1) the papers must be authored in English; 2) each paper must include a title, abstract, and keywords for accurate identification in order to maintain the integrity of the selection process; 3) the focus of the papers must be on the application of VPLs in the context of ML. Studies that concentrate solely on interaction with a single object were not considered; 4) the papers extending four pages or more were included as providing enough content for a thorough analysis.

### 4.4. Paper selection

We found a total of 2,363 articles across the chosen digital libraries. Among them, 1,538 articles were sourced from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) library, with the other 825 articles coming from the ACM Digital Library. We compiled references to these articles in BibTeX format, subsequently processing them with ‘bibtexparser’ and ‘pandas’ Python libraries. Details of the selection procedure are concisely illustrated in Fig. 1 by the PRISMA flow diagram.

#### Figure 1: Identification process for paper selection
During the initial screening phase of the 2,363 articles, which considered the title, abstract, keywords, and authors, we removed 7 duplicates through manual review. Additionally, 347 articles were excluded due to missing data necessary for correct identification of the paper, and 1,908 articles were removed for not aligning with our research focus (such as those exclusively discussing either VPLs or ML applications, or systematic reviews solely on VPLs or ML). Then, we applied the exclusion criteria to the remaining 101 articles to ascertain their final relevance and suitability for inclusion in our study. Afterward, we excluded an additional 63 articles, primarily for lack of relevant VPLs aspects linked to ML application, that is minimal or no use of VPL-based tools, and insufficient length. Finally, the search phase led to a collection of 38 articles.

5. Literature Analysis

The publication timeline presented in Tab. 1 reveals an early phase of exploration for VPLs within the context of ML during the early 1990s. Despite the initial introduction of VPLs in the 1980s, this period is marked by an evolution in the field, which has led to the sophisticated technologies we see today. Since 2018, a significant rise in interest towards VPLs has emerged, mirroring the need of user-friendly tools alongside the escalating complexity and wide adoption of AI-based systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A synthesis of the primary themes related to our research questions is provided in Fig. 2. The diagram features boxes corresponding to each research question, organizing categories found in the content analysis of the collected articles. Each category provides the count of associated contributions. In the box for UX evaluation methods, articles are cross-referenced as studies can employ diverse evaluation metrics (see Tab. 2 in Appendix for the full list of evaluation metrics).

Figure 2: Summary of the key aspects of the research questions and literature review contributions
5.1. Methods and Tools for VPLs in ML

The methods and tools section in Fig. 2 aim at addressing two research questions, **RQ1**: “Which VPL-based tools have been used in designing ML-based systems?” and **RQ2**: “What types of VPL-based tools for ML-based system design are available, and how have they been implemented?”

Software is typically developed using text-based programming languages, such as Java and Python, and is often coupled with user interfaces to enhance the understanding of complex concepts through interactive engagement and manipulation [25]. These interfaces may include GUIs, TUIs, and NUIs. Given this context and that many publications do not thoroughly detail the visual language used for ML application (whether block or flow-based) or specify the programming language employed, our study focuses on the information explicitly provided by the authors. This review uncovered 35 tools providing GUIs for ML-based system design. We identified 19 Java-based tools — including 8 block-based examples such as Prompt Sapper [52] and 9 flow-based like Visual Apriori [53] — alongside 14 Python tools, of which 4 are block-based (e.g., Milo [54]).

### 5.1.1. Customization

Customization is pivotal for users aiming to tailor ML-based systems to specific domain requirements. However, in this review many tools were not explicitly described by their authors as customizable. While some authors have highlighted their products’ customizability, including features like the creation of new nodes or blocks and the input of parameters for fine-tuning activities, findings show that such customization, beyond basic parameter adjustments, often demands computing expertise. This requirement can limit accessibility for novices. Among the 29 customizable tools, 10 are block-based and 16 are flow-based, suggesting a potential prevalence of flow-based tools.

**Block-based** In the category of Java-developed block-based tools, the literature mentions tools such as Scratch [55, 56], along with its implementations including Tooee [57], LevelUp [58], and Interactive Machine Learning Sandbox [59], as well as TinyML (an implementation of ML Blocks) [60]. Within the Python ecosystem for block-based tools, examples include DeepBlocks [61] and GNU Radio Companion [62]. Additionally, the review identifies tools offering customizable components in both Java and Python, such as Rupai (Blockly) [63].

**Flow-based** Among the seven tools identified as Python-based and flow-based, all offer customization capabilities, highlighting Python’s popularity and its suitability for such applications. Examples are Orange [64] (along with its implementations like Goldenberry [65, 66]), DL-IDE [67], SMILE (Simple Machine Learning) [68], DeepVisual [69], and Graphical AI [70]. In the category of Java and flow-based tools, examples include aFlux [71], Rapsai (Rapid Application Prototyping System for AI) [72, 73], RapidMiner [74], KNIME [75], Yale [76], Node-RED [77], and OneLabeler [78].

When considering tool integrations and implementations as separate entities, the distribution of GUI-equipped tools that are both flow-based and customizable, and written in either Java
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or Python, appears to be nearly balanced. Moreover, focusing solely on the aspect of GUI and customization — irrespective of the programming language used — the majority emerges as flow-based, with 16 tools, compared to 10 that are block-based. This disparity can partly due to the fact that not all authors specify the programming languages utilized.

Some cases, such as Marcelle [79], CO-ML [80], and WEKA - Machine Learning workbench [81], exhibit particular ambiguities. For Marcelle and CO-ML, the available documentation falls short of specifying whether these tools are developed using Java, Python, or a mix of both, and it does not categorize them explicitly as block-based or flow-based. While WEKA is identified as Java-based, its documentation lacks clear information on the VPL approach it employs. These omissions may highlight the complexities involved in implementing VPLs within ML design.

Finally, our review identified few tools that play a role in providing methods to clarify the inner workings of black-box models or to elucidate ML mechanisms, for instance mentioning XAI techniques. Among such tools, Gest [82], CO-ML [80], Mix & Match [83], and Rapsai [73].

5.2. Interaction Modality

The interaction modality of these tools can affect their accessibility and usability for users with limited experience. Our analysis indicates that drag-and-drop is the primary interaction modality, enabling users to easily manipulate and connect nodes or blocks in a visual workspace. This modality is typical of block-based and flow-based languages, with our review reporting 27 tools. However, examples like Mix & Match [83] explore alternative approaches. It is a hybrid physical-digital toolkit that integrates GUIs with tangible tokens that users manipulate to design ML-based systems and perform typical ML tasks, such as supervised and unsupervised classification. Another example is Gest [82] - ML gesture recognition system, through which children utilize a sensor to engage with ML concepts.

5.3. Application Domains

Equipping domain experts with the necessary tools to participate in the design process can support the development of unbiased and trustworthy ML-based systems. For instance, leveraging their specialized knowledge can enable increased control over recommender systems, which shape our choices by tailoring search results to our queries, thus influencing our consumption patterns, public opinion, and societal perceptions [6, 7]. Such control can prevent these systems from filtering and prioritizing information based on opaque criteria, like browsing habits and user demographics [8]. Given this premise, the third box in Fig. 2 delves into research question RQ3: ‘What are the ML application domains where VPL-based tools find their use?’

This review reports that VPLs are mainly utilized within the field of computer science (13 papers), such as DeepGraph [84]. In the education sector, VPLs are also reflected in 13 papers, with tools like Scratch [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] being employed to introduce children to the concepts underlying ML processes. In industry sector, tools like PaddlePaddle [85] can empower companies to train their employees to become experts proficient in both ML processes and business applications. In healthcare, VPLs provide valuable tools for domain experts, as shown in 5 papers. For instance, KNIME [75] is used to develop an ML-based system aimed at predicting hospital admissions. Similarly, RapidMiner [74] is applied in biomedical informatics for visual
workflow design, thereby enhancing healthcare decisions and facilitating the early diagnosis and prediction of diseases. The Workflow Designer [86] enables users to prototype and manage complex ML workflows, such as those involving electroencephalography signals. Additionally, there are tools for managing ML pipelines in the cloud for specific applications, such as diabetes treatment, using Lemonade [87]. In these cases, widely used ML models, including K-Nearest Neighbors, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines, and Deep Neural Networks, have been deployed and assessed.

5.4. Accessibility

In this section, we investigate the accessibility of VPL-based tools, as it can affect the participation of a broader audience. Easy accessibility can enhance inclusivity, improve the overall user experience, and increase usability for all users. Tools that allow end-user modifications can be adapted to specific domains, preventing exclusionary experiences. We assess accessibility through two modalities: ease of user modification and mode of access. For the first modality, we evaluate whether the tool is open-source, which enables users to freely inspect, modify, and enhance it, or proprietary, which includes restrictions imposed by the owner. For the second modality, we examine the access method of the application development environment, whether through a web browser or a desktop application. We evaluated both modalities together, recognizing that the ease of user modification represents a deeper form of accessibility. Therefore, we address RQ4 ‘What access modalities are available for designing ML-based systems?’, by exploring these two access modalities (see Accessibility box in Fig. 2).

Aligned with existing literature on VPLs in the IoT domain [48], we expected a prevalence of open-source web applications. Our review indeed confirmed this expectation, with 28 papers indicating a preference for open-source environments, of which 13 specifically favor web applications such as [60, 63, 79, 72, 52, 70, 87, 84]. This tendency reflects a strategic effort to extend access more broadly and address the accessibility hurdles that proprietary desktop-based platforms (e.g., LabVIEW [88]) present.

In our review, we identified eight papers featuring examples of open-source applications developed specifically for desktop environments, including [75, 64, 65, 66, 69]. Additionally, we found seven applications, such as [59, 58, 55, 56, 57], that are developed for both desktop and web platforms. Finally, we found an application [83] that employs a hybrid model combining TUIs and GUIs. This application incorporates both open-source and proprietary components, and is partially developed for both web and desktop platforms.

5.5. End-users

This section aims at addressing the research question RQ5: ‘What is the background of users who have used VPL-based tools in ML application domains?’ VPLs leverage visual representations of programming logic to offer an intuitive approach to software design, making them particularly accessible to users with little to no programming experience. This review reveals their application by domain specialists (17 papers) working in sectors like healthcare and agriculture, as well as students within educational settings. In nine papers, VPLs have been utilized across various proficiency levels, with expectations of more in-depth use by experienced practi-
tioners, such as for ML integration. However, their tool interface can facilitate the prototyping process of ML-based systems by domain experts in healthcare and education. In the computer science domain (10 papers), including computer vision, IoT, and AI engineering, experts have utilized VPL-based tools to mitigate syntax errors and identify areas for improvement in ML processes.

Research provides examples demonstrating that collaboration in co-design activities can effectively engage children in the development of new Intelligent User Interfaces (IUIs) by using modalities such as speech, gesture, and writing. This participation can empower them to conceptualize and propose ideas for complex technical systems that integrate AI processes [89]. This review reports some initiatives aimed at enhancing collaboration among practitioners with diverse levels of expertise, such as Marcelle [79], CO-ML [80], and Rapsai [72]. Similarly, the Mix & Match tool [83] employs a hybrid model combining TUIs and GUIs to foster collaborative design efforts.

5.6. User Experience Evaluation Methods

A key aspect of the study was to examine the extent of user participation in evaluating their interaction with the proposed VPL-based tool. In addressing RQ6 ‘How have usability and user participation in VPL-based systems been assessed?’ our analysis revealed that 12 studies conducted evaluations on usability and user experience of these systems (see Tab. 2 in Appendix). The other studies focused on computational performance, employing traditional ML evaluation metrics like accuracy, F1 score, and loss. These 12 studies evaluate the usability of VPL-based systems employing a range of methods, such as Likert scales for open-ended questions and custom questionnaires (5 papers), task completion times (6 papers), the think aloud protocol (2 papers), Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) Scale and USE Questionnaire (2 papers), and both NASA-TLX and SUS assessments. NASA-TLX and SUS were mainly used in two studies: one assessing the usability and cognitive load of a flow-based system for junior data scientists in comparison to tabular and code-based representations [67], and another evaluating the effectiveness of diverse VPLs for domain experts in healthcare, biomedical laboratories, and education [90]. A study [83] employed the USE Questionnaire (USEQ) to measure user satisfaction concerning usability, satisfaction, and ease of use. The review reported studies employing the Likert scale [59] focusing on the design of a prototype VPL-based system, where participants rated aspects such as interface components, visualization clarity, and system interaction. In certain instances, more tailored evaluation criteria were utilized, such as custom questionnaires [70] exploring users’ experiences with the VPL-based tool through specific questions on their preferences for developing AI/ML graphically and their favored programming languages. Another paper [52] leveraged the cognitive dimensions framework [44] to assess usability at different developmental stages of the VPL-based prototype.

The sample sizes of user studies varied, from 4 to 30 participants, with an average participation of 17 individuals. Two studies each had 30 participants [82, 52], while one study did not specify participant numbers [79] (see Tab. 2). In terms of participant demographics, seven out of the twelve studies disclosed an age range of participants from 10 to 56 years old. However, five of the twelve studies [54, 58, 70, 79, 78] omitted details on participants’ ages, with [70] lacking almost any information regarding its participants. In a study [82], the age of participants ranged
from 10 to 13, as the research aimed at developing methods to teach ML concepts to children. Additionally, six out of the twelve studies detailed the gender distribution among participants, which was not always even; only [83] showed a balanced gender distribution. In the case of [52], gender information was provided for 18 out of 30 participants. Across all studies, out of a total of 122 participants, 44% were female, 46% were male, and 10% were not specified. Overall, the data indicate that the assessment of users’ participation with VPL-based tools has been underemphasized, with a greater focus placed on the computational efficiency of the systems deployed and users’ experience.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The integration of AI across various industries primarily relies on ML-based systems, which, despite their transformative potential, can be complex and inaccessible to those without a technical background. This review examines how VPLs can mitigate these barriers, thereby making the design of ML-based systems more accessible to domain specialists. It investigates the application of ML processes through VPLs, aiming to identify tools that democratize AI by addressing both existing challenges and potential areas for future research. Given that leveraging the expertise of domain specialists can enhance trust and trustworthiness in ML decisions, this study investigates the extent to which VPL-based tools integrate interpretability techniques and promote collaborative work environments. Through a systematic examination of 38 articles, selected from an initial pool of 2,363, this review sheds light on the potential of VPLs to contribute to the democratization of AI and enhance its accessibility.

Employed technologies Our findings reveal that ML-based system development primarily employs GUIs based on flow-based programming languages, allowing for user customization. The programming language used, whether Java or Python, alongside the choice of a flow-based design, doesn’t inherently limit customization capabilities. However, the focus on customization features suggests that GUI interfaces can be more easily manipulated by users with computing expertise. The review also reports a limited number of tools that contribute to demystifying the operations of black-box models or explaining ML mechanisms, for example, by incorporating XAI techniques. The accessibility of tools for domain specialists can be influenced by the interaction modality. Our analysis shows that drag-and-drop functionality is the predominant mode of interaction, simplifying complex tasks and enhancing user experience. Despite their user-friendly design for beginners, our review reveals that VPLs are mainly used by computing experts for technological developments, and in education to teach ML concepts to students. Recent research in education is exploring advancements in ML and sensor technology to augment interactive learning experiences. For example, we identified efforts to introduce ML-based gesture recognition systems that utilize physical input devices through the use of sensors [82]. Such systems can enhance the understanding of ML concepts among novices by enabling them to collect data, design ML models, and iteratively refine these models based on feedback. The significant evolution in microprocessors, memory, cameras, and sensors over the past decade has facilitated gestural interaction, signifying a shift toward NUIs [36]. Contemporary literature provides evidence of tools that embody NUI principles directly. For
instance, InteractML [91] that simplifies the development and adjustment of ML models for creators of all backgrounds, using a node-based graph and virtual reality interface, with minimal programming required. Although these ongoing technological advancements are expected to generate a wave of innovative applications in the near future, this review reports poor literature on the integration of NUIs with VPLs.

Application domains, accessibility and evaluation metrics Our study revealed that beyond education and computer science, few domains, such as the healthcare sector, have adopted VPL-based tools (e.g., KNIME and RapidMiner). This finding highlights an opportunity to further explore the capabilities of flow-based programming languages in specific domains. By assessing their limitations and identifying possible enhancements, we can broaden the reach of VPLs to a more diverse audience. The findings indicate a significant trend toward adopting open-source platforms accessible through web applications, consistent with earlier research insights. VPLs can accommodate various expertise levels, simplifying complex tasks for novice users and empowering computing experts. However, they are primarily utilized by novices in educational settings and by experts in computer science. This evidence may explain the lack of initiatives aimed at encouraging collaboration between novices and experts. Finally, the variety in evaluation methods, from tailored custom metrics to broader questionnaires like SUS and NASA TLX, highlights the lack of standardized methodologies for evaluating the usability of VPL-based systems, along with user participation and experience.

In summary, our review of VPL-based tools in the ML context reveals a common problem. A significant number of these tools are not customizable, lack features for interpretability, or require substantial computing expertise for effective application. This finding shows a gap in research towards developing ML-based systems that are readily accessible to domain specialists without deep computing knowledge. By integrating XAI techniques, we could improve understanding of ML decision-making processes. To address this gap, our future work will introduce PyFlowML, a prototype developed within an open-source, flow-based environment tailored for widespread adoption. With a focus on customizability and user-friendliness, we plan to assess whether PyFlowML can streamline ML processes and integrate XAI techniques, thereby improving trust and trustworthiness among novices. Currently being tested by both experts and end-users, we plan to compare its usability with tools like KNIME. This comparison could contribute to set benchmarks for developing VPL-based tools designed to foster the participation of domain specialists in the ML-based systems design.

Limitations This systematic literature review aims to explore how VPL-based tools can engage domain experts in designing trustworthy ML-based systems from a HCI perspective. This study’s robustness could be influenced by factors like study selection, drawing primarily from digital libraries like IEEE Xplore and ACM, which house a vast collection of conference papers and journal articles relevant to our focus. However, the coverage of these libraries, while valuable, is not all-encompassing, potentially affecting the comprehensiveness of our findings.

YouTube: PyFlowML Demo
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A. User-based testing details

Table 2: User-based testing details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Procedure (N. Tasks)</th>
<th>Evaluation Methods</th>
<th>N. Users</th>
<th>Users Age</th>
<th>Users Type</th>
<th>User Proficiency</th>
<th>Users Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Predefined task (1)</td>
<td>Open questions</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>university students</td>
<td>inexpert</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>Predefined task (2)</td>
<td>Likert scale, custom questionnaire, Task completion time</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>university students</td>
<td>inexpert</td>
<td>16 female, 7 males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>Predefined task (3)</td>
<td>Task completion time, SUS, NASA TLX, open questions</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19-24 years old</td>
<td>university students</td>
<td>expert and inexpert</td>
<td>7 females, 11 males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[82]</td>
<td>Predefined task (3)</td>
<td>Open questions</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10-13 years old</td>
<td>children</td>
<td>inexpert</td>
<td>10 females, 20 males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>Predefined task (1)</td>
<td>Likert scale, open questions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19-25 years old</td>
<td>university students and professionals</td>
<td>expert and inexpert</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>Predefined task (1)</td>
<td>Open questions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>Predefined task (2)</td>
<td>Custom questionnaire, Think-aloud protocol</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>university students and professionals</td>
<td>expert and inexpert</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[90]</td>
<td>Predefined task (1)</td>
<td>ATI Scale, SUS, NASA TLX, Think-aloud protocol</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26-54 years old (mean = 41)</td>
<td>professionals</td>
<td>inexpert</td>
<td>7 females, 2 males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>Predefined task (1)</td>
<td>Task completion time, Open questions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>professionals</td>
<td>expert</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[83]</td>
<td>Predefined task (2)</td>
<td>Likert scale, open questions, USEQ, Task completion time</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18-34 years old</td>
<td>university students</td>
<td>inexpert</td>
<td>6 females, 6 males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Predefined task (4)</td>
<td>Likert scale, Cognitive Dimensions, Task completion time</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18-25 years old</td>
<td>university students</td>
<td>expert and inexpert</td>
<td>8 females, 10 males, 12 not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[73]</td>
<td>Predefined task (2)</td>
<td>Likert scale, open questions, custom questionnaire, Task completion time</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26-56 years old</td>
<td>professionals</td>
<td>expert</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>